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We extend, to arbitrary tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebras over
a field, the description of the Ziegler spectrum which is already known for
w xpath algebras of extended Dynkin quivers 10, 21, 11 . The Ziegler spec-
Ž .trum of a ring is the set of all isomorphism classes of indecomposable
Ž .pure-injective s algebraically compact modules, endowed with a certain
Ž . w xquasi -compact topology 33 . It was introduced by Ziegler in order to
study the model theory of modules over a ring but it also contains
significant algebraic information.
The finite-dimensional representations of tame hereditary finite-dimen-
w xsional algebras are well known 6 and therefore we know the isolated
Žpoints of the Ziegler spectrum these being exactly the indecomposable
w x.modules of finite length whenever R is an Artin algebra 22, 13.4 .
Infinite-length pure-injective modules over these algebras were considered
w x w xin 29, 19, 20 and, indirectly, 1 . The first complete description of the
indecomposable pure-injective modules over a tame hereditary Artin alge-
w x w xbra is implicit in 10 and was made explicit in 13 . Independently, and
using very different methods, a description of the points and the topology
w xfor path algebras of extended Dynkin quivers was given in 21 : this was
Ä Ädone in detail for the cases of A and D and a general method forn 4
w xcovering the other cases was indicated. In his thesis, Geisler 11 gave a
complete description of the Ziegler spectrum for all the extended Dynkin
w xdiagrams, at the same time correcting some errors in 21 : the proof is long
and involves much computation.
It turns out that the strategy and techniques of Crawley-Boevey's article
w x3 on the regular representations of tame hereditary finite-dimensional
algebras may be applied to give a fairly short proof of the main, ``broad-
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Žbrush,'' results concerning the Ziegler spectra of these rings which prop-
.erly include the path algebras of extended Dynkin quivers . Their applica-
w xtion would also allow one to obtain the more detailed results of 11 with
considerably less computation.
Ž w x.A general strategy runs right through all this also see 7 . Namely,
describe a complicated structure by covering it with finitely many simpler
Ž .ones. For instance, describe the structure of interest mod-R or Zg overR
w x Ž .a ring such as k X . Use this by embedding it in one or more ways to
Ždescribe the structure over the simplest tame hereditary algebras such as
Ä .A , also fitting the preprojective and preinjective modules into the picture.1
Ž . Ž .Then use this by embedding it to deal with the successively more
w xcomplicated algebras. In 3 this strategy is used in reverse}start with a
Ž .general algebra and localise it to sufficiently many to give a ``covering''
simple cases}and becomes much more prespicuous.
We have not included much background material in the article. For a
brief account of the model-theoretic background the reader may consult
w x w x23 and for the representation theory the reader may consult 5 . The
Žlatter includes the classification of the points of the Ziegler spectrum in
.the extended Dynkin case using the same approach that we use here and
it also gives an algebraic account of much of what we use here from the
model theory of modules.
For the convenience of the reader we include a definition of the Ziegler
Ž .spectrum for right R-modules , Zg of a ring R. The points of thisR
topological space are the isomorphism classes of indecomposable pure-in-
Ž .jective also called algebraically compact modules. A basis of open sets
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4consists of the subsets of the form frc s N g Zg : f N rc N / 0R
where f, c are pp-formulas such that, in every module M we have
Ž . Ž .f M G c M . Equivalently, a basis of open sets consists of the subsets of
Ž .  Ž . 4the form F s N g Zg : F, N m y / 0 where F is a finitely pre-R R
Ž .sented functor in the category R y mod, Ab of additive functors from the
category of finitely presented left R-modules to the category Ab of abelian
groups.
A more direct route to the topology is taken by Ringel in a recent
w xpreprint 31 .
1. ZIEGLER SPECTRA OF PI DEDEKIND PRIME RINGS
Ž .Let R be a polynomial identity PI Dedekind domain with centre
Ž . w xC s C R . That is 18, 5.3.10, 13.9.14 , R is a domain which is a maximal
Ž .hereditary order in a central simple algebra and C is itself a commutative
w xDedekind domain. Furthermore, R is an Azumaya algebra 28, 22.4 and
w xhence 18, 13.7.9 there is a bijection between the ideals of R and those of
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Ž . Žits centre given by I ‹ I l C for I an ideal of R and J ‹ JR s RJ for J
.an ideal of C . In particular we have the following, where we denote by
spec R the set of all prime ideals of the ring R.
Fact 1.1. Let R be a PI Dedekind domain with centre C. Then there is
a bijection from spec R to spec C given by P ‹ P l C with inverse
Q ‹ QR.
We will describe the Ziegler spectrum of an arbitrary PI Dedekind
prime ring. The points of this space}the indecomposable pure-injective
w x Žmodules}have already been described by Marubayashi 17 my thanks to
.G. Puninski for pointing out this reference . We will show here that
Ž .Ziegler's approach to the points and topology in the commutative case
works as well in the PI case.
First we describe the Ziegler spectrum of R in the case that R is local.
w xIn the case that R is commutative, this was described by Ziegler 33, 5.1
and his proof works with almost no modification here. So suppose that P
is the unique nonzero prime ideal of R. By Fact 1.1 there is an element
Ž . Ž 2 .p g P l C _ P l C and so, again by Fact 1.1, P s p R s Rp . Be-
cause R is a domain it follows that every element of R is a unit times a
power of p .
We need the following result which characterises purity in Dedekind
domains. Recall that a ring R is RD if relative divisibility implies purity for
R-modules that is, if whenever M F N are R-modules with Mr s M l Nr
for every r g R then M is pure in N.
w xTHEOREM 1.2 27, 2.11 . E¤ery Dedekind prime ring is RD.
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a local PI Dedekind domain with maximal ideal
P / 0. Then the following is a complete list, without repetitions, of the
indecomposable pure-injecti¤e modules:
RrP n, n G 1, the indecomposable torsion modules;
R s R , the completion of R at P;P
Ž .‘R s E RrP , the P-prufer module;ÈP
D, the quotient di¤ision ring of R.
w xProof. 33, 5.1 . First we note that each of the preceding modules is
Ž .indecomposable this is clear and pure-injective. The latter point is
Ž .immediate in the cases of the injective R-modules, E RrP and D. In the
case of RrP n this follows because this module is of finite length over its
Ž n.endomorphism ring which is RrP . Finally, note, using Theorem 1.2,
that the only pp-definable subgroups of R are its ideals, and these are, by
Fact 1.1, just the powers of P: therefore the pure-injective hull of R
Žcoincides with the completion of R in the P-adic topology certainly R is
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pure-essential in R and, by the comment just made, R is algebraically
.compact s pure-injective .
Now let N be an indecomposable pure-injective and choose any nonzero
Ž .  n < 4 n < nelement a g N. Let h a s sup n: p a , where p a means a g Mp :
Ž . Ž .  4thus h a is a nonnegative integer or ‘. Also let ann a s r g R: ar s 0 :
Ž . m Ž . mq 1thus ann a is an ideal of the form P or 0. Because ann a s P
m m Ž .implies that ap / 0 and ap .p s 0, we can choose a so that ann a s P
Ž . Ž .or 0. We consider the various possibilities for h a and ann a .
Ž . Ž . Ž . nCase i h a s n, ann a s P. Say a s p b. Then we have bR ,
RrP nq1 is pure-injective. We also have that bR is pure in N. To see this,
let r g R: then r s p k u for some integer k G 0 and unit u g R. If we
have bs g Nr, say bs s cp k u, then write s s p l t for some unit t g R. So
a s bsp ny1¤ for some unit ¤ g R, that is a s cu¤p ny lqk. Therefore
k F l and so we obtain bs s btuy1p lyk.p k u g Mr, as required. Therefore
N s bR , RrP nq1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . nCase ii h a s n, ann a s 0. Say a s bp . Then br s 0 implies
ar s 0 and so r s 0. Thus bR , R. Furthermore bR is pure in N by an
Ž .argument like that in Case i . Hence N is isomorphic to the pure-injective
hull of R which, as argued previously, is just the completion of R at P.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case iii h a s ‘, ann a s P. For each n G 1 there is some element
n  4 b g N with a s b p . So the set of pp-formulas ¤ s a j ¤ p s ¤ :n n 0 i iy1
4i G 1 is finitely realised in N and hence, by pure-injectivity of N, is
realised in N. So there are elements b g N, i G 1 with b p s a, b p si 1 2
Ž .b , . . . . These form a copy of the injective module E RrP which must,1
Žtherefore, be isomorphic to N. Use Baer's test to see that the module
Ž .E RrP does have essentially the same ``prufer'' structure as in theÈ
.commutative case.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Case iv h a s ‘, ann a s 0. By Cases i ] iii we may assume that
every nonzero element of N satisfies these conditions. Let d g D _ R, say
n Ž .d s p u where n - 0 and u is a unit of R. Because h a s ‘ there is
b g N such that a s bpyn and hence a s buy1.d. Furthermore, if a s b9d
Ž y1 . y1then we have b9 y bu d s 0 and hence, by the remark, b9 s bu .
Thus a may be divided uniquely in N by elements of D and so we can
define a map, which is easily checked to be an R-homomorphism, from D
to N which takes d s p nu to the element ap nu which, we have just
shown, is defined and unique. Thus we have a copy of the injective module
D embedded in N which must, therefore, be isomorphic to D.
Recall that the Cantor]Bendixson derivatives of a quasi-compact topo-
0 1  4logical space T are defined by T s T , T s T _ p g T : p is isolated
aq1 Ž a .1 l  aand, inductively, T s T with, for limit ordinals l, T s F T :
4 Ž .a - l . Then the Cantor]Bendixson rank CB-rank of a point p g T is
defined to be the greatest a such that p g T a if this exists, ‘ otherwise.
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The CB-rank of T is the greatest a such that T a is nonempty if this
exists, otherwise ‘.
THEOREM 1.4. Let R be a local PI Dedekind domain with maximal ideal
P / 0. The description of the Ziegler spectrum of R is just as in the commuta-
w xti¤e case 33, 9.5 . In particular, the finite length points ha¤e Cantor]Bendix-
son rank 0, the prufer and P-adic points ha¤e rank 1, and the quotientÈ
di¤ision ring has rank 2.
Ž .Proof. Taking a generating element p for P with p g C R allows one
Žto take over the description for the commutative case as given, for
w x.example, in 26, 2.8 verbatim.
The description of the Ziegler spectrum of an arbitrary PI Dedekind
domain now follows as in Ziegler's treatment of the commutative case. We
recall this.
Ž w xLet N be indecomposable pure-injective over R. Then see 33, 5.4 or
w x. Ž .22, 2.Z.8 the elements of C s C R which act automorphically on N
form a prime ideal P9 of C and N may be regarded as a module over the
Ž .localisation of R at C _ P9 which using Fact 1.1 coincides with the
localisation R of R at the prime ideal P s P9R. Thus every point of ZgP R
is also a point over some localisation R of R and so we obtain, usingP
Theorem 1.3, the following.
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be a PI Dedekind domain with quotient di¤ision
Žring D. Then Zg is the union of the Zg as P ranges o¤er max spec R theR R P
.  4set of maximal primes of R , with Zg l Zg s D for P / Q.R RP Q
The description of the topology on Zg is, again, just as in the commu-R
Ž w x w x.tative case and we do not repeat it here see 33, 9.5 or 26, 2.8 . Summing
up, we have the following.
Žw x .THEOREM 1.6 17 for the points . Let R be a PI Dedekind domain.
Then Zg consists of the following:R
RrP n, n G 1, P g max spec R, the indecomposable torsion modules;
R , P g max spec R, the completion of R at P;P
Ž .‘R s E RrP , P g max spec R, the P-prufer module;ÈP
D, the quotient di¤ision ring of R.
The isolated points of Zg are those of the form RrP n and, together, theseR
are dense in Zg . The ``P-adic'' and ``P-prufer'' points are of Cantor]Bendix-ÈR
son rank 1 and D is of rank 2.
The following result is relevant to the preceding results, though it was
not necessary there because it was superceded by the more explicit
computations to which we referred. It is, however, a key point in the
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strategy of this article and is useful later. Recall that Ore localisations
R “ R such as we have used already are epimorphisms in the category ofP
rings.
w xTHEOREM 1.7 24, Corollary 9 . Let R “ S be an epimorphism in the
category of rings. Then the restriction of scalars map from Mod-S to Mod-R
induces a homeomorphic embedding from Zg to Zg , with image a closedS R
subset of Zg .R
Finally we recall the following.
Ž w x.THEOREM 1.8 see 18, 5.2.12 . If R is a Dedekind prime ring then R is
Ž .Morita equi¤alent to a noncommutati¤e in general Dedekind domain.
COROLLARY 1.9. Let R be a PI Dedekind prime ring which is not a simple
Artinian ring. Then Zg is homeomorphic to Zg for some PI DedekindR S
domain S. The points of Zg are as follows:R
the indecomposable modules RrP n, P g max spec R, of finite length;
the completions R of R at the points of max spec R;P
Ž .the indecomposable torsion injecti¤e modules E RrP , P g max spec R;
the quotient, simple Artinian, ring A of R, which is a generic module in
w xthe sense of 4 .
Proof. A Morita equivalence induces a homeomorphism of Ziegler
Žspectra so this follows from Theorem 1.6 using descriptions of the points
.of the spectra which are in terms of the category of modules . Recall, for
the last assertion, that A is the ring of n = n matrices over some division
ring D which is finite-dimensional over its centre K. Thus A is of finite
Ž .length over its endomorphism ring which contains K , as required.
Thus we have described the Ziegler spectrum of a maximal hereditary
w xorder in a central simple algebra. Now we use 3 and Theorem 1.7 to cover
large parts of the Ziegler spectra of tame hereditary algebras which are
finite-dimensional over a field.
2. ZIEGLER SPECTRA OF TAME HEREDITARY
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS
w xWe begin by recalling some results from 3 . Throughout, R will be a
finite-dimensional tame hereditary algebra over an arbitrary field k.
ŽTherefore the R-modules of finite length equivalently, those which are
. w xfinite-dimensional when regarded as k-vector spaces are known by 6 . In
particular each indecomposable finite length nonzero module is exactly
one of preprojective, regular, or preinjective. We assume familiarity with
the main properties of these modules and with the way in which they are
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Ž w xorganised in the Auslander]Reiten quiver of the algebra R see 6 , also
w x.30 . One also has the following general result about the Ziegler spectrum
of R.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 22, 13.3, 13.4 . Let R be a finite-dimensional algebra o¤er
Ž .a field or e¤en just R an Artin algebra . Then the finite length indecomposable
R-modules are exactly the isolated points of Zg and, together, they are denseR
in Zg .R
For R tame hereditary denote by P, R, and I the subsets of Zg R
consisting of the indecomposable preprojective, regular, and preinjective
modules, respectively.
The main problem therefore is to describe the infinite-dimensional s
nonisolated points of Zg and to give a neighbourhood basis of open setsR
for each of these.
By a quasi-simple module we mean a regular module which is simple
when regarded as an object of the full subcategory of regular R-modules,
that is, a module which occurs at the mouth of a tube. A tube is
homogeneous if there is a single module U at its mouth: then U s t U,
< <where t denotes the Auslander]Reiten translate. There are k q / tubes0
and, with at most three exceptions, they are homogeneous. All tubes are
Ä Ähomogeneous exactly in the case that R is an algebra of type A , A , or1 11
Ä Ä w x wA }let us say ``of type A #'' for short. For all this, see 6 or 29, Section12 1
x w x1 . A clique 3 is the set of all those quasi-simple modules which occur at
the mouth of any given tube. So all but at most three cliques are singletons
w xand the exceptions contain only finitely many modules 6 .
Let U be any set of quasi-simple modules. Let S be the set ofU
Žmorphisms a : P “ Q in proj y R, the full subcategory on a small version
.of the finitely generated projective R-modules, such that coker a g U.
Then one may form the universal localisation R s R of R at S byU S UU
Ž w x.freely inverting all the morphisms in S see 32, 4.1 and one has theU
following.
Žw x w xTHEOREM 2.2 32, 4.9, 4.7, 5.1 , 3, Section 2 : I quote just a special
.case. . Let R be a hereditary finite-dimensional algebra and let U be any set
of quasi-simple regular R-modules. Then R is hereditary and the canonicalU
map R “ R is monic and an epimorphism of rings.U
Furthermore, if M, N are R -modules then:U
Hom M , N s Hom M , N and Ext1 M , N s Ext1 M , N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R RU U
The image of the restriction of scalars functor from Mod-R to Mod-RU
consists of those R-modules M which satisfy:
Ž . Ž . 1Ž .) for all U g U, Hom U, M s 0 s Ext U, M .
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Crawley-Boevey describes the result of localising at a set of quasi-simple
modules.
w xTHEOREM 2.3 3, 4.2 . Let R be a finite-dimensional tame hereditary
Ž .k-algebra and let U be a set of isomorphism types of quasi-simple modules.
Ž . Ži If there is no complete clique contained in U and hence U is finite,
.consisting of modules from inhomogeneous tubes then R is a tame heredi-U
< <tary finite-dimensional k-algebra with U fewer simple modules than R.
Ž .ii If U contains all quasi-simple R-modules then R is a centralU
simple algebra A with centre infinite-dimensional o¤er k.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If not i or ii but the complement of U contains at least two
quasi-simple modules in the same clique then R is a nonmaximal hereditaryU
Ž Ž ..order in A A is in ii .
Ž .iv Otherwise R is a maximal order in A.U
ÄWe begin by applying this to the case of algebras of type A #. We first1
w xrecall the following result from 22 . In fact it is stated there only for path
algebras of extended Dynkin quivers but the proof applies equally well to
any tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebra. A proof for hereditary
Ž . w xfinite-dimensional algebras tame or wild was given by Geisler 11, 2.2.1 .
Also note that we prove a slight strengthening of Theorem 2.4 later.
w xTHEOREM 2.4 22, 13.6 . Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional
Ž .algebra. Then the closure of R in Zg is Zg _ P j I and, in particular,R R
contains all the infinite-length points of Zg .R
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebra of
Ä Ä Ätype A , A , or A . Let U , U be nonisomorphic quasi-simple modules and1 11 12 1 2
Ž .let C i s 1, 2 be the closed subset of Zg which is the image of Zgi R R i
under the homeomorphic embedding induced by the epimorphism R “ R si
R . Then Zg s P j C j C j I.U R 1 2i
Proof. Let M g R. If M is not in the tube with mouth U then Mi
Ž .satisfies condition ) of Theorem 2.2 with U in place of U and hence is ini
C . Hence R : C j C . Because each C and therefore C j C isi 1 2 i 1 2
closed, the result follows by Theorem 2.4.
The fact that the C are closed, though general, is here an immediatei
Ž . Ž .consequence of condition ) because the functors Hom U, y and
1Ž .Ext U, y are finitely presented when restricted to the category mod-R of
Ž w x.finitely presented modules. It follows e.g., see 25, proof of 4.4 that
Ž . 1Ž .Hom U, y s 0 s Ext U, y is a condition which defines a closed subset
of Zg .R
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebra of
Ä Ä Ätype A , A , or A . Let N g Zg be of infinite length. Then there is a1 11 12 R
uni¤ersal localisation R9 of R which is a PI Dedekind prime ring such that the
R-module structure on N extends to an R9-module structure and, as an
R9-module, N9 g Zg .R9
Proof. With the notation of Theorem 2.5, N belongs to at least one of
Ž .C , C and hence the assertions follow because, by Theorem 2.3 iv R is1 2 Ui
a maximal order.
w xWe remark that it also follows immediately from 24, Theorem 1 that
the ring R9 in Corollary 2.6 is contained in the ring of definable scalars of
Ž w x.N for more on rings of definable scalars, see 2 .R
Thus, by Corollaries 2.6 and 1.9 every infinite-length point of Zg for RR
Ä Ž w x.of type A # is ``adic'' following the terminology of 5 , prufer or theÈ1
generic module. The parametrising set is now the set of quasi-simple
Ž .modules which, in this case, is the set of tubes and is naturally identified
Ž w x. Ž w xwith the projective line over spec k X see 6, 3 and the proof of
.Theorem 2.5 . So we will use the terms ``U-adic'' and ``U-prufer'' where UÈ
denotes a quasi-simple module. It follows from Theorem 2.5 and Corollary
2.6 that these, together with the generic point, may be identified with the
Ž .points of the Ziegler spectrum that Krause associates with a generalised
Žw x.tube 14 .
All this will be extended in what follows to any tame hereditary algebra.
ÄŽ .For that we use Theorem 2.3 i to reduce to the A # case.1
Consider an inhomogeneous tube: if U is a quasi-simple module in the
tube then the clique of U is, without repetition, U, t U, t 2U, . . . , t ny1U,
where U , t nU and n is minimal such. Let us say that a module in the
Žtube is isotropic if it has regular length i.e., length as an object of the
.category of regular modules a multiple of n: the point of the terminology
is that it then has the same number of copies of each quasi-simple in its
unique regular composition series.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.7 to Theorem 2.3 . Let R be a tame hereditary finite-
dimensional k-algebra. There is a finite number of sets U , . . . , U of quasi-1 t
Ž .simple modules all belonging to inhomogeneous tubes such that:
if R s R then R is a tame hereditary finite-dimensional k-algebra ofi U iiÄ Ä Ätype A , A , or A ;1 11 12
if C is the image of Zg in Zg under the homeomorphic embeddingi R Ri
induced by restriction of scalars along R “ R , then C j ??? j C includesi 1 t
all the isotropic regular points of Zg .R
Proof. To form the sets U we pick out one quasi-simple module fromi
each inhomogeneous tube and then let U be all the remaining quasi-sim-i
ple modules in those tubes: we do this in all possible ways.
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Let W be the isotropic regular module with regular socle U, say, where
U , t nU and n G 2 is minimal such. Then the only quasi-simple module
1Ž .U9 which satisfies Ext U9, W / 0 is U and the only quasi-simple module
Ž . Ž .U9 which satisfies Hom U9, W / 0 is U. Thus W is, by Theorem 2.2 ) ,R
in C provided U f U , as required.i i
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.8 generalising Theorem 2.4 . Let R be a tame hereditary
finite-dimensional algebra. Then e¤ery infinite-length point of Zg is in theR
closure of the set of isotropic regular points.
Proof. We give the full proof, as opposed to just the necessary modifi-
cations to the proof of Theorem 2.4, and so present the proof of that result
in doing so.
w x <Let N g Zg be of infinite length. By 15, p. 735 N P [ T [ E whereR
P, respectively, T , respectively, E, is a direct product of modules in P,
<respectively, R, respectively I and where `` '' means ``is a direct summand
Ž .of.'' Let a g N: write a s a , a , a g P [ T [ E. If we had a / 0P T E P
then projection to P would induce a nonzero homomorphism from aR to
w xa preprojective module. But 29, 2.2 N has no preprojective submodules
and hence aR is a direct sum of regular and preinjective modules}con-
Ž . Ž . <tradiction because Hom R, P s 0 s Hom I, P . Hence N T [ E and so N
is in the Ziegler-closure of R j I.
Ž .Let frc be an open neighbourhood of N: we must show that it
Ž .contains an isotropic regular point. Suppose first that frc contains
Ž . Ž .infinitely many preinjective points. Suppose f x is ’ yu x, y with u a
conjunction of atomic formulas. Let M be any module, and suppose that
Ž . Ž .M * f c , say M * u c, d . Let M be the submodule of M generated by0
Ž . Žc and the components of d. Then we have M * f c and dim M F 1 q0 k 0
.length of the tuple y = dim R s n say.k f
There are only finitely many preinjectives of a given dimension and so
Ž .we may suppose that frc contains a preinjective M with dim M ) n .k f
Ž .Choose c g M such that M * f c and construct M as in the preceding0
w x Žparagraph. By 29, 3.3 no direct summand of M can be preinjective such0
.a summand would have to be a proper direct summand of M and hence
M is a direct sum of preprojective and regular modules. Because any0
homomorphism from a preprojective to a preinjective module must factor
through a regular module, it follows that the inclusion of M in M may be0
factored as g : M “ B followed by h: B “ M with B a direct sum of0
Ž .finitely many indecomposable regular modules. Because M * f c we0
Ž . Ž . Ž .have B * f gc and because M * !c hgc we must have B * !c gc .
Ž .Hence, for some indecomposable summand A of B we have A * f b n
Ž .!c b where b is the A-component of gc. Let f : A “ M be the
composition of the inclusion of A in B with h. Thus A is a regular
Ž .module in frc : we must produce an isotropic such module.
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ym Ž .Let m be such that t M M as in the previous paragraph is nonzero
and injective. Recall that for hereditary algebras, t and ty1 are functorial.
Let e: A “ A9 be an embedding of A into an isotropic module A9
Žsuitable A9 may be found on the ray of monomorphisms in the Auslan-
. ym ym ymder]Reiten quiver which contains A . Then t f : t A “ t M ex-
ym Ž . ym ymtends, by injectivity of t M, along the inclusion note t e: t A “
tymA9, say l.tyme s tym f. Applying t m we obtain, by functoriality of
m Ž .t , t l.e s f. Then, as in the last paragraph, we conclude that A9 * f b
Ž . Ž .n !c b and so we have our isotropic regular module, A9, in frc , as
required.
Ž .Next suppose that frc contains only finitely many preinjective points
so, by the first part of the proof, it must contain infinitely many regular
points. Any regular module in a homogeneous tube is isotropic so we may
Ž .suppose that frc contains only points from inhomogeneous tubes and
hence contains infinitely many points from some inhomogeneous tube. We
show by induction on the number of quasi-simple modules in an inhomo-
Ž .geneous tube that any open set frc which contains infinitely many
elements of the tube contains infinitely many isotropic elements in the
tube.
If the tube of U has exactly two quasi-simple modules then for any
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .nonisotropic element M of M U l frc M U is defined after Corol-
.lary 2.11 we have the almost split sequence 0 “ t M “ M [ M “ M “1 2
0 where, because the rank of the tube is 2, both M and M are isotropic.1 2
Ž . Ž .Fix a free realisation c g C of f. Then for each M g M U l frc
there is a morphism from C to M taking c to an element of M satisfying
f n !c . For almost all M this is not a split epimorphism and hence
factors through M [ M and therefore at least one of these modules is in1 2
Ž . Ž .frc , as required because infinitely many M give infinitely many M .i
If the tube T has, say, k G 3 quasi-simple modules then choose a
Ž .quasi-simple U and 0 F l - k such that frc contains infinitely many
modules with regular socle U and regular length of the form mk q l}so
yŽ ly1.  yŽ ly1. 4these modules all have regular top t U. Let U s t U and let C
Ž .be the image of the Ziegler spectrum of R in Zg . By ) of Theorem 2.2U R
and because k ) 2, we see that all the modules of regular length mk q l
and with regular socle U are in C. Therefore the inverse image in Zg ofRU
Ž .T l frc l C contains infinitely many elements. Also the inverse image
Ž . Ž . Žof frc has the form f9rc 9 by Theorem 1.7 because these are exactly
.the compact open sets . Further, the inverse image T9 of T has k y 1
Ž .quasi-simple modules. So, by induction, T9 l f9rc 9 has infinitely many
isotropic quasi-simple modules. But it is easy to check, using Theorem 2.2,
that, under the embedding of Mod-R in Mod-R the image of an isotropicU
Ž .module is isotropic and so we deduce that T l frc contains infinitely
many isotropic modules, as required.
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THEOREM 2.9. Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional k-algebra.
There is a finite number of finite sets U , . . . , U of quasi-simple modules such1 t
that if R “ R denotes the uni¤ersal localisation at U and if C is the imagei i i
of the homeomorphic embedding of Zg into Zg then:R Ri
each R is a maximal hereditary order in the central simple algebra A ofi
Theorem 2.3;
each C is a closed subset of Zg and C j ??? j C contains alli R 1 t
infinite-length points of Zg .R
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.8, Corollary 2.7, and Theo-
rem 2.5.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional k-alge-
bra. Let N g Zg be of infinite length. Then there is a uni¤ersal localisationR
R9 of R which is a PI Dedekind prime ring such that the R-module structure
on N extends to an R9-module structure and, as an R9-module, N9 g Zg .R9
In particular N is adic, prufer, or the generic point A.È
Proof. Immediate now from Corollary 2.6.
Ž .Note also see the comment after Corollary 2.6 that R9 is contained in
the ring of definable scalars of N .R
ŽThe parametrising set for the adic and prufer points is a double copyÈ
.of the set of isomorphism types of quasi-simple R-modules. The fact that
nonisomorphic quasi-simple modules do parametrise nonisomorphic adic,
Ž .or prufer, modules, follows directly from the proof and criterion ) ofÈ
Theorem 2.2. Explicit descriptions of the infinite-dimensional points of
Zg and their pp-definable subgroups and of the identifications on theR
overlaps between the various C may be obtained, with a certain amount ofi
Ž w x. neffort, from the proof cf. 11 . Notice that if U , t U is a quasi-simple in
an inhomogeneous tube and if U is a set as in Theorem 2.9 which does noti
contain U then the closed set C contains just the U-prufer module andÈi
the t ny1U-adic module among adic and prufer modules indexed by t-trans-È
Ž Ž . .lates of U by ) of Theorem 2.2 .
It remains to describe the topology. For path algebras of extended
w xDynkin quivers this is done in 11 . One point is already immediate.
COROLLARY 2.11. Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional k-alge-
bra. Then the Cantor]Bendixson rank of Zg is 2, the points of rank 1 beingR
the adic and the prufer points.È
Recall that the finite-length points of Zg are isolated. One may obtainR
isolating neighbourhoods explicitly by tracing through the proof or directly
from Auslander]Reiten sequences.
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Ž . ŽSuppose that U is quasi-simple; let E U denote the set of indecom-
.posable regular modules in the ray of epimorphisms in the Auslander]
Ž .Reiten quiver which contains U and let M U denote the set of
Žindecomposable regular modules in the ray of monomorphisms in the
Auslander]Reiten quiver which contains U. If U belongs to a homoge-
Ž . Ž . w xneous tube then E U s M U . By e.g., 14, Section 8 the inverse limit of
Ž . Ž .E U and the direct limit of M U are pure-injective and indecomposable
Ž w x.for indecomposability of the former, see 5, Section 3.1 and are referred
to as the U-adic and U-prufer modules, respectively.È
LEMMA 2.12. Let R be a tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebra and let
Ž .U be quasi-simple. Then the U-adic point of Zg is in the closure of M UR
Ž .and the U-prufer point is in the closure of E U .È
Proof. Both statements may be proved by induction on the number of
simple R-modules, with Theorem 2.5 as the basis of the induction. For the
first statement take U to be the complement of t ny1U where U ( t nU
and use that the induced map from Zg to Zg is a homeomorphicR RU
embedding. For the second statement, take U to be the complement of U.
In fact both points are easy to prove directly. If M is a direct limit of a
Ž . Ž .directed system of modules M then if f M ) c M we must also havel
Ž . Ž .f M ) c M for some l. Similarly, using duality, for inverse limits ofl l
Žmodules which are themselves duals of left modules in particular for
.inverse limits of finite-length modules over Artin algebras .
We simplify the statements of the following results by assuming that the
algebra R is indecomposable: in general if a ring R is a product of rings
R then the Ziegler spectrum of R is the disjoint union of closed subsetsi
homeomorphic to the Ziegler spectra of the R . My thanks to C. M. Ringeli
for pointing out an error in my original formulation of this result.
Žw x .PROPOSITION 2.13 11, 8.8.13 for the extended Dynkin quiver case .
Ž .Let R be an indecomposable tame hereditary Artin algebra. Let frc be a
basic Ziegler-open set. Then:
Ž .  Ž .frc l P is either finite, cofinite in P, or cofinite in P g P: Ext U, P
4/ 0 for some quasi-simple module U which lies in an inhomogeneous tube;
Ž .  Ž .frc l I is either finite, cofinite in I, or cofinite in I g I: Hom U, I
4/ 0 for some quasi-simple module U which lies in an inhomogeneous tube.
Ž .Proof. Consider the finitely presented functor F in mod-R, Ab andfrc
Ž . Žlet F be its restriction to Prep-R, Ab where Prep-R s add P is a small
. Ž .version of the category of finitely generated preprojective modules.
Then F g F where F is the full subcategory of finitely presented functors
Ž . Ž w x .in Prep y R, Ab see 16, Section 2 for all this . Let F denote the full0
subcategory of F consisting of functors of finite length.
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Ž .It is immediate that F g F iff frc l P is finite. If F is not in F0 0
Äw x Ž .then, 16, 2.1 , the image F of F in the Krull]Schmidt quotient category&
Ž .FrF is a finite direct sum of functors of the form: Hom P, y with0 & &
Ž . Ž . ŽP g P, Ext M, y with M g R, Ext I, y with I g I where the tilde
. Ždenotes image in FrF . So it will be enough because F is finitely0
.generated, F is zero in FrF iff F g F for the first statement to show0 0
Ž . Ž .that each of the functors Hom P, y with P g P, Ext M, y with M g R,
Ž .Ext I, y with I g I is zero on only finitely many elements of P.
Ž .Hom P, y for P g P: For all but finitely many P9 g P there is a
Žsequence of irreducible maps from P to P9 because of the shape of the
.Auslander]Reiten component P . But irreducible maps in P are monic and
Ž .hence Hom P, P9 / 0 for all but finitely many P9 g P.
Ž .Ext M, y for M g R: If U is the regular socle of M and if M9 s MrU
Ž . Ž .then we obtain an exact sequence 0 “ Ex M9, y “ Ex M, y “
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ex U, y “ 0 where Ex X, y denotes the restriction of Ext X, y to P.
Hence, by induction on the regular length of M we obtain that the
Ž .intersection of the Ziegler-open set defined by Ext M, y / 0 with P is a
finite union of such sets with M quasi-simple so we need consider only the
case that M s U is quasi-simple. But then we have the result because if U
belongs to a homogeneous tube then every point of P belongs to the
Ž . ŽZiegler-open set defined by Ext U, y / 0 e.g., by the formula
Ž . Ž ..dim Ext A, B s dim Hom B, t A .k k
Ž . Ž .Ext I, y for I g I: Given J g I we have Hom P, J / 0 for almost all
Ž .P g P because almost every P g P is sincere so, taking J s t I and using
Ž .the preceding formula, we conclude that Ext I, P / 0 for almost all
P g R, as required.
The statement for preinjectives follows by elementary duality. For the
Ž . Ž .duality D y s Hom y, I where C is the centre of R and I is aC
minimal injective cogenerator of Mod-C interchanges preprojective right
Ž . Ž .respectively, left R-modules with preinjective left respectively, right
w xR-modules and, by 12, Section 4 , induces a homeomorphism when re-
stricted to the sets P and I. Furthermore the dual of the pp-formula which
Ž .expresses the condition Ext U, y / 0 with U a quasi-simple right R-mod-
Ž .ule is one which expresses the condition Hom V, y / 0 for some quasi-
simple left R-module V. Hence the statement for I follows from that for P
as applied to left R-modules.
THEOREM 2.14. Let R be a tame hereditary indecomposable finite-dimen-
sional algebra.
Ž .a Let U be quasi-simple and let N be the U-adic point of Zg . AR
 4basis of open neighbourhoods of N is gi¤en by the sets of the form N j
ŽŽ Ž . 4 Ž .. . Ž Ž Ž ..P g P: Hom P, U / 0 j E U _ F hence of the form P jE U _ F
.if U belongs to a homogeneous tube where F is any finite set.
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Ž .b Let U be a quasi-simple and let N be the U-prufer point of Zg .È R
A basis of open neighbourhoods of N is gi¤en by the sets of the form
 4 ŽŽ Ž .  Ž . 4. . Ž Ž Ž .N j M U j I g I: Hom U, I / 0 _ F hence of the form M U
. .j I _ F if U belongs to a homogeneous tube where F is any finite set.
Ž .c A basis of open neighbourhoods of the generic point A is gi¤en by
those cofinite subsets of Zg which contain A.R
Ž . 1Ž .Proof. a First we note that if V is quasi-simple then Ext V, N / 0
y1 1Ž . Ž .iff V s t U. For if Ext V, N / 0 then Hom N, t V / 0 and so
Ž . Ž .Hom N9, t V / 0 for some N9 g E U which is so iff t V s U. However,
1Ž y1 .as remarked already, the condition Ext t U, y / 0, equivalently
Ž .Hom y, U / 0, is open and so it defines an open neighbourhood of N
Ž .which excludes all indecomposable regular modules not in E U and hence
all adic modules apart from N. It also excludes all preinjective modules by
w x w x6 and all prufer modules and the generic module by 29 . Arguing as inÈ
Lemma 2.12 we see that we cannot exclude more than finitely many points
Ž . Žof E U but any finitely many may be excluded because the finite-length
.points, being of finite endolength, are closed . The description of the
intersection of open neighbourhoods of N with P follows from Proposi-
tion 2.13.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b This follows from a and Proposition 2.13 because elementary
duality interchanges adic and prufer points.È
Ž .c Let O be any open set containing the generic point A. Let C be
the complement of O. If C contained infinitely many points then, by
compactness of Zg it would contain an infinite-dimensional point hence,R
by Corollary 2.10, it would contain an adic or prufer point. But each suchÈ
Žpoint contains A in its closure by the corresponding result for commuta-
Ž . .tive Dedekind domains and essentially Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 2.10 ,
contradiction, as required.
3. ZIEGLER SPECTRA OF PI HEREDITARY ORDERS
Using the same techniques as in Section 2, we extend the results of
Section 1. Throughout this section let R be a hereditary noetherian PI
prime ring, that is, a hereditary order in a central simple algebra. Then R
w xhas just finitely many idempotent ideals 18, 5.6.9 and hence has enough
w x w xinvertible ideals in the sense of 9 . Therefore, by 27, 2.12 we have the
Ž .following generalising Theorem 1.2 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a hereditary order in a central simple algebra.
Then R is RD.
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w xWe remark that, although we follow 3 in treating these rings in the
same way as tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebras, we cannot use
the results of Section 2 directly because not every hereditary order in a
central simple algebra arises as a universal localisation of a finite-dimen-
w xsional tame hereditary algebra. For by 3 the centre of a central simple
algebra obtained in this way is a function field over k so, for example, the
Ž .ring of 2 = 2 matrices over the algebraic closure of k X does not have
this form.
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a nonArtinian hereditary order in a central simple
algebra. Then e¤ery indecomposable torsion module is an isolated point of
Zg and, together, these are dense in Zg .R R
w xProof. Let M be indecomposable torsion. By 9, 3.4 M is cyclic, say
M , RrI where, because M is torsion, the right ideal I must be essential
in R. Because R is PI, hence bounded, there is a two-sided nonzero ideal
w xT of R contained in I. Then RrT is Artinian by 8, 1.3 . Because R, being
an order in a central simple algebra, is finitely generated over its centre, so
is RrT which is, therefore, an Artin algebra. Therefore M is pure-injec-
Ž .tive as an RrT-module and hence as an R-module .
w xNow, as remarked in 3, Section 3 , the category of torsion R-modules
has almost split sequences. If M is not injective take an almost split
sequence 0 “ M “ B “ C “ 0. Choose a nonzero element a g M and
let b be its image in B. Let f, respectively, c , be a pp-formula generating
Ž .the pp-type of a in M, respectively, b in B. We claim that frc isolates
Ž .M. Let c g N g Zg be such that N * f c . Then there is a morphism f :R
M “ N taking a to c. The pp-type of c in N equals that of a in M if f is
a split embedding and, in this case, M , N. Otherwise, there is a finitely
Ž .generated submodule N9 of N containing im f such that the pp-type of c
w xin N9 is strictly greater than that of a in M. By 8, 2.1 N9 s N0 [ P with
N0 the torsion submodule of N9 and P projective hence torsionfree.
Ž . ŽBecause M is torsion, im f , and hence c, is contained in N0 so the
.pp-type of c in N0 equals its pp-type in N0 [ P s N9 . Hence we may
assume that N9 is torsion. Because f is not a split embedding and N9 is
torsion, f factors through the morphism M “ B and hence, because
Ž . Ž . Ž .B * c b , N9 * c c and so N * c c . Thus M is the only point in
Ž .frc , as required. In the case that M is injective, choose nonzero
Ž .a g soc M and let f be pp, generating the pp-type of a in M. Then it is
Ž Ž . .easy to check that f x rx s 0 isolates M in Zg .R
We finish by showing that the finitely generated torsion points are dense
Žthe proof here also gives a proof for Artin algebras which is quite short
Ž w x.cf. 22, 13.6 because it needs only the ``torsion'' part of the proof that
. Ž .follows . Let frc be a nonempty basic open set. Let c g C be a free
realisation of f : that is, C is finitely presented and the pp-type of c
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w xin C is generated by f. By 8, 2.1 C decomposes as M [ P with M tor-
Ž .sion and P projective: write c s a, b accordingly and let f9, respectively,
f0, generate the pp-type of a in M, respectively, b in P. Because f s
Ž . Ž . Ž .f9 q f0 we have from the definition that frc s f9rf9 n c j
Ž .f0rf 0 n c . Thus we may treat separately the cases that f is freely
realised in a torsion module, respectively a projective module.
Suppose first, therefore, that C is torsion. Decompose C as a direct sum
of indecomposable torsion modules and, writing c s S c accordingly,i i
express f as S f with each f being freely realised in an indecomposablei i i
Ž . Žtorsion module. So, writing frc as a union as in the previous para-
.graph , we may reduce to the case that C is indecomposable torsion. But
Ž . Ž . Ž .then because frc is nonempty, we have C * !c c and so C g frc ,
as required.
Finally, suppose that C is projective. Notice that there is no loss in
w xgenerality in assuming that it is free. By Theorem 3.1 and 27, Section 2.3
Žwe may write f as a finite sum of formulas f of the form ’ y x s yr ni
.yr 9 s 0 and c as a finite conjunction of formulas c of the formj
Ž .’ y xs s yt . Then it follows directly from the definition of these open sets
Ž . Ž . Žthat frc s D D f rf and so we may assume that f is ’ y x s yri j i j
. Ž .n yr 9 s 0 and that c is ’ y xs s yt . Because C is a direct sum of copies
Ž . Ž .of R it follows that there is c g R such that R * f c n !c c . We will
produce a cyclic torsion module in which the image of c still satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž!c c . Because R * !c c we have cs f Rt. Choose by Zorn's lemma
.or because R is left noetherian a left ideal L such that Rt F L and
Žcs f L and L is maximal such. Then L is left essential in R for
maximality of L implies that RrL has essential simple socle Rcs q L and
so L9 / 0, L9 l L s 0 would imply soc L9 / 0 which would then imply,
.because soc R is an ideal of R, that R is Artinian . Therefore, because R
Ž .is PI hence bounded, L contains a nonzero hence essential two-sided
Ž .ideal T. Consider the torsion module RrT. Certainly we have RrT * f a
Ž . Ž .where a s c q T. If we had RrT * c a then we would have c q T s s
Ž .r 0 q T t for some r 0 g R, that is, cs g Rt q T F L, a contradiction.
Ž .Therefore, as previously, some indecomposable pure-injective torsion
direct summand of RrT contains an element satisfying f and not c and
Ž .hence is in frc , as required.
The referee has pointed out that the preceding proof shows more.
Namely, that every finitely presented module embeds purely in a direct
 4product of torsion modules and hence, if N has one copy of eachl l
indecomposable torsion module, then the pure-injective hull of the direct
sum of these modules is an elementary cogenerator for the largest theory
Ž w x.of R-modules see 22, Section 9.4 , equivalently the injective hull of the
 4functor [ N m y is a minimal injective cogenerator for the categoryl l
Ž .R y mod, Ab . In particular, every simple functor in this functor category
is finitely presented, just as is the case for Artin algebras.
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The torsion points of Zg are entirely analogous to the regular modulesR
Žover a tame hereditary finite-dimensional algebra, with the simple tor-
.sion modules corresponding to the quasi-simple modules and with cliques
and the ordering of points in a clique being determined by the condition
Ž . Ž . w xExt S, T / 0 S, T simple R-modules . Furthermore, Theorem 3.2 of 3 is
the exact analogue, for this situation, of Theorem 2.2. In particular, if R is
a hereditary order in a central simple algebra then there are finitely many
Žuniversal localisations to maximal orders thus to PI Dedekind prime
.rings such that the union, C, of the images of the Ziegler spectra of these
Ž .rings which are described by Corollary 1.9 in the Ziegler spectrum of R is
Ža closed set which contains all isotropic torsion modules definition as in
.Section 2 . The argument in the later part of the proof of Proposition 2.8
applies equally to this situation to give us that the closure of C contains all
Ž .infinite-length s nonisolated by Theorem 3.2 points of Zg . ThereforeR
we obtain the following description of the Ziegler spectrum of R.
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a hereditary nonArtinian order in a central simple
algebra. Then the points of Zg are as follows:R
the indecomposable torsion modules;
for each simple R-module S the S-adic and S-Prufer module;È
the quotient, simple Artinian, ring A of R, which is a generic module in
w xthe sense of 4 .
The description of the topology is just as in the Dedekind case.
Note that the S-Prufer module is just the injective hull of S and theÈ
S-adic module is the indecomposable summand of the completion of R at
Ž Ž . .P the prime ideal of C R such that S is a composition factor of RrPR
which has S at the top.
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